ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
The work presented is part of the European research project ECOQUEST which aims at efficient cooling systems for quieter surface transport. In this work the focus is on cooling systems of shunting locomotives and the Voith Gravita 15L (Figure 1 ) is selected as the benchmark design. The suitability for being the optimization baseline arises from the fact that its cooling system is already designed for high energy efficiency and low noise emission with state-of-the-art measures such as the implementation of a diffuser downstream of the fan and a fan with swept blades. The cooling module is an important subsystem of the locomotive. It is usually the second biggest energy consumer (after the driving engine) and -under specific operating conditions -the dominant noise source. Present European standards for interoperability of rail bound traffic require low noise levels while manufactures need to meet the vehicle performance and energy efficiency requirements.
In the state-of-the-art design procedure the target air flow rate is derived from the cooling capacity required. The flow rate and the corresponding pressure drop in all components of the module determine the operating point of the fan. The fan is then selected or designed for this operating point. In most state-ofthe-art shunting locomotives, the air is sucked through lateral heat exchangers and exhausted to the roof. Given the spatial restrictions, the maximal fan diameter is usually selected to ensure low exit losses, i.e. losses associated with the kinetic energy of the air jet leaving the fan. The fan position is kept as high as possible for minimizing the obstruction of the heat exchangers. The weakness of this design approach is little space for inflow nozzles, guide vanes, and diffusers. Furthermore, the fan per-formance may be compromised when installed in the cooling module because of system dependent inflow distortions.
The aerodynamic impact of inflow distortions was among others investigated by Thiart and Backström [1] who found that crossflow at the fan intake significantly increases the power consumed to maintain the desired flow rate. Moreover, inflow distortions also contribute to increased sound emission due to higher pressure fluctuations at the blades, especially at the leading edge. Besides the reduction of distortions, blade sweep was found to be a valuable measure to reduce sound by oblique impingement of turbulent structures at the blade leading edges and phase-shift canceling of noise generated at different spanwise positions. Fundamental work on this was done by Kerschen [2] and Ffowcs Williams and Hall [3] who investigated the acoustic effect of sweep at isolated airfoils or planes, respectively. A closer look at the application of blade sweep in the context of axial fans was done by Beiler [4] , Wright [5] , and Carolus [6] . The benchmark fan of this work already has highly swept blades and thus represents a good state-of-the-art fan. Due to its remarkable potential for sound reduction, the sweep strategy will be developed further in this work.
Concerning aerodynamic improvement, the focus in this work is on enhancement of fan efficiency and reduction of exit losses. The first point mainly depends on the design strategy. Fans are often designed based on the blade element momentum theory [7] which can be extended by airfoil polar prediction [8, 9] . Alternatively, inverse design approaches [10] have become more popular recently. However, further improvement is expected from performance prediction by means of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) combined with optimization algorithms such as the Nelder-Mead simplex method [11] which is applied in this work. This method is based on comparison of function values at the (N+1) vertices of a general simplex, N being the number of optimization parameters. The vertex with the worst value is continuously replaced by other points. Advantages of this method are its simplicity as well as the reduced initialization work, i.e. improvements can be expected after a few iterations whereas evolutionary algorithms require the complete first generation (a typical size is 100) before the optimum is approached. The disadvantage is that only local optima can be found. Installation effects are taken into account by using the actual circumferentially averaged velocity profile as inlet boundary condition for the fan simulation instead of the usually applied uniform inflow profile. The additional consideration of circumferential non-uniformities is less practicable which will be discussed in the methodology section.
Fan exit losses are addressed by implementation of guide vanes integrated into a diffuser. In typical designs, guide vanes are supposed to straighten the flow into a purely axial direction which requires an exaggeration of the vane inlet and outlet angles as compared to the flow angles. The angles required can be determined by Weinig's correction factors [12] . The optimal diffuser angles can be estimated by the empirical values found by Idelchik [13] . However, many system-dependent characteristics such as inflow distortions, the combination of guide vanes and a diffuser in one unit, and geometrical constraints, restrict the correctness of the empirical values; pressure recovery always has to be balanced against additional losses. The new approach determines the optimal angles by the same optimization strategy as described previously.
The objectives of this work can be summarized as follows: 1. Theoretical system analysis with mathematical formulation of all losses and efficiencies 2. Aerodynamic assessment of the benchmark system and detection of optimization potentials by means of CFD using a simplified and downscaled model 3. Stepwise aerodynamic and acoustic optimization of the fan unit components (impeller and guide vanes/diffuser) taking spanwise installation effects into account (for reasons of practicability no circumferential effects are considered in this step) 4. CFD simulations of the assembled optimized system considering all installation effects 5. Transfer of the findings to the full-scale system and experiments for the validation of CFD results, validation of transferability, and acoustic investigations 6. Conclusions for a new design strategy
METHODOLOGY

System Analysis
All investigations are conducted at the Voith Gravita 15L depicted in Figure 1 . The cooling system is placed in the front part of the locomotive and a cross section through it is shown on the right side of Figure 1 . The working principle is explained by the illustration of the working air flow which is sucked through lateral heat exchangers (HE) in which heat is transferred from the coolant to the air. The hot air then passes the inner core of the module (M), the fan, the guide vanes (or structural vanes without aerodynamic function) and the diffuser (GV/D), and is eventually exhausted to the environment (exit). The total hydraulic resistance is split into pressure losses associated with the components mentioned:
Guide vane and diffuser losses are treated collectively since the guide vanes are placed inside the diffuser and it is not possible to precisely separate the loss mechanisms and to allocate . Losses inside the module and at guide vanes/diffuser can be described by Equation 2 whereas the other losses are treated in more detail. The loss at the heat exchanger is split into an inevitable part that occurs at perfectly homogenous throughflow and a factor representing additional losses due to inhomogeneity.
Any dynamic pressure at the exit is lost. Thus, the exit loss becomes 
The exit velocity c 3 is now split into its meridional (m), circumferential (c) and radial (r) component and a loss coefficient is defined for each of them ( ) 
The minimal shaft power is calculated assuming perfect aerodynamic behavior of all components such that the only loss remaining is the pressure drop at the heat exchangers at perfectly homogeneous throughflow.
The quotient of both power values yields an overall performance parameter which is suitable for aerodynamic quality assessment of the fan unit ( ) 
In this study all loss coefficients in Equation 10 are determined by a 3D Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) method. The selected solver is ANSYS CFX 13.0. This code solves the governing equations using the finite volume method. The Shear Stress Transport (SST) model is selected to model turbulence. The computational domain is discretized with ANSYS TurboGrid 13.0 in case of the fan and stator vanes and with ICEM CFD for all other parts of the cooling system. All computational grids are structured and comply with the quality criteria specified in the ANSYS User Manuals. The largest values of the dimensionless wall distance (y+) are around 20 such that that wall functions need to be used. The maximal residual target with respect to conservation of mass and momentum is 10 -6 within optimization loops. In other simulations it is lowered to a root mean square of 10 -4 . All simulations are conducted with a simplified model of the cooling system which is downscaled and neglects all components inside the module (e.g. pipes, structural components). Scaling is required to facilitate validation experiments at an early stage of the development process while the purpose of the simplifications is to save computational cost. The scaling factor is determined by the original fan diameter ( 
are kept constant to ensure comparability. These and further values characterizing the modules are listed in Table 1 . The density is considered constant (incompressible flow) which is allowable due the rather low Mach numbers. The circumferential blade tip Mach number is Ma tip ≈ 0.29.
Figure 2. SCHEMATIC OF A GENERIC COOLING MODULE WITH INDICATION OF AIR FLOW VELOCITIES AND THOUGHFLOW CROSS-SECTIONAL AREAS.
For a study investigating the effect of fan size and position the computational domain is even more simplified and then only comprises the heat exchangers and the main body of the module (without nozzle). The fan is replaced by an outlet boundary condition with given mass flow rate but free velocity profile. Ambient pressure and zero-gradient regarding turbulence intensity is imposed at the inlets which are the outer sides of the heat exchangers. The heat exchangers are modeled as porous domains with pressure loss in the main flow direction. Approx. five million nodes are used for this set-up.
For simulations of the complete system, the computational grids of the fan and guide vanes/diffuser are added to the previously described model and connected by Frozen Rotor stationary interfaces. This interface type considers a fixed rotational position between the rotor and the stator. Furthermore, a cylindrical outflow domain is added downstream of the fan to avoid user-specified boundary conditions at the guide vanes exit. The diameter of the outflow domain amounts to four fan diameters and its height to three fan diameters. In this type of simulation, the resistance of the heat exchanger is adjusted such that the desired volume flow rate ensues without being enforced by boundary conditions. The total number of nodes of this system amounts to approx. ten million.
CFD simulations used to evaluate the target function in optimization loops require a lower number of nodes to enable sufficient function evaluations in a reasonable time frame. As a consequence of that only the component to be optimized (single impeller blade or single guide vane) are considered in this type of simulation. Installation effects are taken into account by imposing the circumferentially averaged velocity profile obtained from previous simulations as inlet boundary condition. While this method suffers from neglecting circumferentially inflow non-uniformities, it is the only way to simulate a single blade that is nevertheless representative for the complete unit and independent from the current rotational position. The computational domain extends one fan diameter upstream of the blade leading edge and two fan diameters downstream of the blade trailing edge. The inlet turbulence intensity is assumed to be 5% and ambient pressure is assumed at the outlet. Periodic boundary conditions are applied at the sides. This type of mesh contains approx. one million nodes.
Due to the very high computational cost, no grid independency study can be conducted. Instead, the quality of the numerical results is guaranteed by validation experiments.
Optimization Strategy and Parameters
Four digit NACA airfoil sections are used for the fan blades. These sections are described by three parameters that are usually normalized with the chord length c:
Maximum camber ratio f/c Position of maximum camber ratio x f /c Maximum thickness ratio d/c In this work, f/c and x f /c are varied at three radial blade positions, i.e. at hub, mid-span, and shroud. A second degree polynomial is used to compute the values of positions in between. The thickness ratio decreases from hub to shroud for reasons of strength and is excluded from the optimization. Moreover, the number of blades is held constant (z = 9).
The parameters for the optimization of the guide vanes and the diffuser are depicted in Figure 3 . The guide vane inlet angle (α gv2 ) is varied at three radial positions to take the variable inlet flow angle into account. In contrast, the guide vane exit angle (α gv3 ) is constant over the radius. The diffuser is defined by opening angles at hub and shroud (θ h and θ s , respectively). The fan diameter D and the fan unit length l are selected without optimization and are discussed in following chapter. The number of vanes is increased from 11 to 20 to enable reasonable flow deflection within limited axial space.
The optimization algorithm is the simplex method by Nelder and Mead [11] and the target functions (fan efficiency and pressure recovery at the guide vanes/diffuser, respectively) are computed by CFD. The air flow rate determines the cooling capacity of the system and must not be reduced due to the optimization work. According to the cooling system manufacturer, there is no other quantity that has an effect on the cooling capacity (e.g. the uniformity of the flow through the heat exchangers is not important).
The optimization procedure is conducted in the following steps:
1. Simulation of the benchmark cooling module 2. Fan impeller optimization respecting the realistic fan inflow velocity profile obtained in step 1 3. Guide vane/diffuser optimization respecting the realistic inflow velocity profile obtained in step 2 Step 2 and 3 are not conducted simultaneously to limit the size of the numerical model and the number of optimization parameters in each optimization loop. V / A = is considered in the dynamic pressure Sound emission is addressed by a new sweep strategy which considers the superposition of the sweep angle and chord length. In general, the variable chord length in radial direction leads to sweep angles at leading and trailing edge which are different from the original target angles specified at the blade stacking line. For this reason, constant chord length is applied in the fan optimization which ensures equal and unaltered sweep angles at leading and trailing edge. The success of both, fan optimization in terms of f/c and x f /c and blade sweep with constant chord length, was proven by the authors of this work in a previous study [14] . Additional benefit is expected from consideration of installation effects.
Experimental Set-Up and Data Evaluation
Experimental investigations are conducted at both, the simplified downscaled model and the non-simplified full-scale system. The first type of experiments is used for validation of CFD results during the development phase. However, for reasons of space, only full-scale test results are presented here because this measuring campaign is of much higher practical value. The main focus of the full-scale measurements is on further validation of the CFD results, assessment of transferability from the scaled and simplified system to the real system, and assessment of acoustic improvements.
All full-scale experiments are conducted in the test field of Voith Turbo in Mergelstetten. A photograph of the cooling module in the test field is shown in Figure 4 .
The hydraulic pressure (∆p hy ) and the rotational speed of the hydraulic motor (n hy ) driving the fan are measured and used to compute the power consumption 
where V 0 is the piston displacement and η hy and η vol are the hydraulic and volumetric efficiencies of the hydraulic system, respectively, and are provided by the manufacturer. The air flow rate through the heat exchangers is determined according to the "log16" rule by Richter [15] which defines 16 locations for the measurement of the velocity through rectangular areas. Here, velocities are measured at the heat exchanger entry by vane anemometers with a measuring uncertainty of ±5% of the measuring value. The flow rate is then computed by
where c is the mean velocity of the 16 measuring positions. This is done at both sides and the two flow rates are added.
For the acoustic experiments a total of six microphones by Brüel&Kjaer (type 4190) are installed around the cooling module. The microphone arrangement is depicted in Figure 5 . It shows the top view of the cooling module which has two fans. However, since half of the cooling module is considered throughout all investigations, the module is separated by a wooden plane dividing the module into two almost identical parts. Only the rear fan is operated in the experiments while the front fan remains in standstill.
As the acoustic measurements take place in a room with reverberating walls, the sound power level L W is determined with the aid of a reference sound source (RSS) in compliance with ISO 3741 [16] . The acoustic spectrum is computed by ( )
The sound pressure levels L P and L P,RSS are the logarithmic average of the measurements from microphone M1 -M6 whereas the sound power level of the reference sound source L W,RSS is known from earlier investigations. The precision grade of these measurements is grade 2 according to ISO 3747 [17] . Based on the method employed, the uncertainty regarding the overall sound power level is estimated to be 2 dB.
The acoustic power spectral density is computed by the Matlab function pwelch(p,window,noverlap,nfft,f) where the input is selected as follows: p signal to be analyzed here: acoustic pressure from measurements window widow size here: Hann window with window size = f s noverlap overlapping of windows here: half window length nfft number of FFT points here: equal to window length f s sampling rate here: f s = 25600 
where 0 & V is the design flow rate at n = 1540 min -1 and amounts to 27.4 m³/s. Flow rate measurements are conducted at n = 1000 min -1 and n = 1540 min -1 . The acoustic measuring series comprises seven measurements at rotational speeds between 600 min -1 and 1540 min -1 . The hydraulic pressure is measured in all runs. Figure 6 shows the relative importance of all losses inside the cooling unit as obtained from a RANS simulation of the benchmark system. No experimental comparison can be drawn as some of the losses (e.g. swirl energy at the exit) could not be measured. It is found that the heat exchangers are responsible for half of the hydraulic resistance. However, much of that loss is inevitable and can only be reduced by exchanging the heat exchanger core itself. The ratio between the actual and the minimal pressure drop (which occurs at homogeneous throughflow) is µ HE,inhom = 1.32. CFD studies show that this value is extremely insensitive to changes in fan unit size (diameter D and fan unit length l). The impact on the module loss is moderate, but this loss only plays a minor role (≈ 5% of the overall pressure loss).
RESULTS
Estimation of Potentials for Optimization
The second biggest loss mechanism is the exit loss of which the meridional component is most important. Similarly to the heat exchangers, this loss cannot be reduced very much since this would require a greater exit area A 3 which is, however, limited by the allowable width of the cooling module. Thus, the highest potential for reduced power consumption is the recovery of swirl energy which amounts to 15 % of the total pressure loss.
Besides reduction of losses and increased exit area, Equation 10 suggests increased fan efficiency to obtain an enhanced quality parameter G. The fan efficiency of the benchmark fan (with installation effects) is η tt = 89 % and is improved by the measures described in the previous chapter. Since the benchmark value is quite high, the potential for improvement is marginal which further emphasizes the significance of guide vanes.
Most measures for reduced sound emission have already been outlined. However, the flow analysis of the benchmark system reveals a further possibility which is the reduction of the fan diameter in order to gain space for a bigger inflow nozzle which no longer needs to be truncated at the sides. It is revealed that flow separation and backflow occur at the truncated sections of the benchmark nozzle. This is mitigated by reducing D to 96 % of the original size. This measure is likely to increase the exit losses and thus represents a compromise between aerodynamic and acoustic improvement. Furthermore, the fan unit length l is increased to gain space for a better diffuser and guide vanes. This was strictly avoided in former designs as higher losses in the heat exchanger were anticipated due to greater obstruction. In the new assumption, the impact of D and l on ζ HE is negligible and small regarding ζ M .
Optimization Results
The optimization of the blade sections with consideration of spanwise installation effects increases the total-to-total fan efficiency by 3% points. The resulting values of f/c show that load is shifted from the endplates (hub, shroud) towards midspan. The optimal spanwise distribution of maximum camber position leads to higher values of x f /c near hub and shroud, but lower values at midspan. These results are similar to the findings of an earlier study by the authors [14] which provides more details and also attempts an aerodynamic explanation.
The optimal opening angles at hub and shroud of the guide vanes amount to θ h ≈ -4° and θ s ≈ 8° where a negative value means reduction of area. The opening angle at the shroud is within the expectations and close to values that are suggested by Idelchik [13] . In contrast, a negative value at the hub is remarkable. It results from the overcompensation of the undesired increase of kinetic energy by lower losses due to mitigated flow separation and secondary flows. The optimal guide vane inlet angles (α gv2 ) substantially follow the flow angles. This result agrees with state-of-the-art design assumptions. However, the optimal exit angle is 75° and thus far from the general assumption α gv3 = 90° which corresponds to a purely axial direction. Weinig's correction factors even suggest angles higher than 90° to straighten the flow completely [12] . The simulations show that losses due to flow separation overcompensate the additional pressure recovery from swirl if α gv3 is increased over the optimum. Moreover, the remaining swirl increases the diffuser efficiency. This solution is system dependent and mostly depends on the axial length that is available. Increasing the length reduces the guide vane curvature and enables exit angles closer to 90°. The optimized components are integrated into the cooling module and simulations are run to compare the benchmark and the optimized system. Table 2 summarizes and compares the results of both systems. The values are restricted to those required for the calculation of G (Equation 10 ). In summary, the ratio of actual and ideal driving power is reduced by approx.
13%. Note that the reduction of ζ exit,c and the unchanged value of µ HE are well within the expectations while most of the predicted improvements in fan efficiency are lost. This originates from the CFD model in the optimization loop which considers installation effects by a circumferentially averaged inlet velocity profile and thus only adapts the fan blade to radial irregularities. Figure 7 shows vector plots of the velocity at the exit plane. It can be seen that the optimized design leads to a more uniform flow field and reduced swirl. This reflects the decrease of ζ exit,m and ζ exit,c as already indicated in Table 2 . The decrease of ζ exit,m is more significant than the increased area ratio A HE / A 3 such that the meridional exit losses are reduced in spite of the smaller exit area.
Aerodynamic Results of the Full-Scale Tests
The results from the flow rate measurements are depicted in Figure 8 . The measuring points are highlighted by squares. Additionally, a linear best-fit curve is computed and plotted for both fan configurations. The slope of the optimized curve is 10% steeper. As a consequence of that, the rotational speed of the optimized fan can be reduced by the same factor to obtain equal flow rates and hence equal cooling capacities. However, both curves do not reach the design target represented by the black curve. Since the transferable amount of heat depends linearly on the air flow rate, the actual cooling capacity is around 20% lower than initially desired. This is not due to poor fan design or optimization, but results from imprecise assumptions in terms of hydraulic resistance when estimating the design point at a very early stage (even before the benchmark fan was developed). While this is concerning regarding the cooling functionality, it does not compromise the value of this work as the two fan designs can still be compared. The actual operating points are still at reasonable distance from the stall points which is illustrated by the characteristic fan curves in Figure 9 . The curves are based on CFD results at model scale. In order to obtain equal flow rate at the operating point the rotational speed of the optimized fan is reduced from n = 1540 min -1 to 1390 min -1
(≈ 90%). The small sharp bend at the red characteristic curve may be attributed to a minor flow separation at the guide vanes. The energetic improvement predicted by the CFD studies is G benchmark / G optimized = 1.13. This value is even exceeded in the tests and amounts to around 1.2, i.e. the benchmark system consumes 20% more power as compared to the optimized system. The reason for the difference between CFD prediction and experiment is the actual operating point where the advantage of the optimized system is higher than at the design point.
Acoustic Results of the Full-Scale Tests
Initially, the impact of background noise needs to be considered. The dominant background noise source is the hydrostatic pump that feeds the fan drive. Its sound emission is measured by operating it without fan, but under similar conditions in terms of pump speed and pressure rise required. The overall background noise is compared with the sound emitted by the benchmark module in Figure 10 . It is found that under all operating conditions the fan is the dominant sound source and exceeds the background noise by at least 10 dB. As a consequence of that, the measured overall sound power levels do not need to be corrected by the background level. Nevertheless, some peaks in the acoustic spectra originate from the pump or the frequency converter which can be seen on the subsequent plots. Table 3 . Figure 11 shows the measuring points of each configuration together with the fitting curves. The measures for reduced sound emission are considered successful as L W,o,spec decreased by around 6 dB. The acoustic exponent α determines the impact of fan speed on sound emission. Typical values are between 4 and 6 which means that the benchmark value is rather at the upper end (α benchmark = 5.86).
Although the optimization measures only aimed at reduction of the specific sound power level, the acoustic exponent reduced as well and now amounts to α optimized = 5.19. Hence, the extent to which the optimization measures effect the sound emission increases towards higher flow rates. In practice, this is a positive development as other sound sources on the locomotive (driving motor, rolling, breaking) become dominant at low load of the cooling module.
Besides overall sound levels, a closer look is taken at the spectrum. Figure 12 compares the specific sound power levels over frequency which is normalized with the blade passing frequency (BPF). The data is based on the measurements at n = 1540 min -1 and L W,spec is computed by Equation 16 . The tones at blade passing frequency as well as its first three harmonics are additionally highlighted by dots. The optimized fan shows moderately improved acoustic performance over the complete frequency range and an immense reduction (around 10 dB) of the first tone. This is due to the fact that two effective optimization Figure 11 . CURVE FITTING OF THE OVERALL SOUND PRES-SURE LEVEL OVER FLOW RATE. measures (sweep strategy, more homogeneous inflow) mostly contribute to the reduction of tones. Broadband sound is more affected by the reduction of secondary flows which was only partly successful. This is implied by the rather low improvement of total-to-total fan efficiency. Further peaks in the spectrum originate from the hydraulic pump or the frequency converter. Finally, A-weighted plots are shown which are more suitable to estimate the disturbance of human listeners. Figure 13 depicts the A-weighted overall sound pressure level over flow rate and Figure 14 depicts the A-weighted specific sound spectrum at n = 1540 min -1 . Both Figures emphasize the considerable reduction of noise, especially at the tones.
CONCLUSIONS
A new design strategy for locomotive cooling systems with lateral heat exchangers and fans in the roof was developed and applied successfully at the Voith Gravita 15L. The introduction of an aerodynamic performance parameter and its mathematical formulation in terms of loss coefficients, cross section areas, and fan efficiency facilitates the aerodynamic assessment of cooling modules. Moreover, the impact of individual changes in one of the coefficients/areas on the overall performance can be estimated rapidly with this formulation.
CFD analysis of the benchmark module revealed the relative importance of different loss mechanisms of which losses in the heat exchangers and exit losses are dominant. Further CFD studies revealed that the heat exchanger losses can hardly be influenced by the fan unit size. This is in contrast to the widespread assumption that the obstruction of the heat exchangers must be as small as possible. Both, the meridional and the circumferential velocity component at the fan exit contribute significantly to the exit losses. The associated dynamic pressures can be reduced by a greater exit area or guide vanes, respectively. While most state-of-the art locomotives already exploit most of the exit area available, guide vanes are not yet common in locomotive cooling systems. Thus, guide vanes represent the only possibility for considerable reduction of energy consumption. The fan impellers usually have high efficiencies with limited potential for improvements higher than a few percentage points.
Application of CFD-based optimization algorithms with consideration of installation effects is suggested to design fan components (impeller, guide vane, diffuser) with considerable aerodynamic progress over the state-of-the-art. In this work, a preliminary improvement by 3% points in impeller efficiency was achieved. However, since the optimization was based on a circumferentially averaged inflow profile, most of the improvement was lost in the final simulations. Consideration of all inflow distortions prohibits the simulation of single fan blades instead of the complete cooling system and is for that reason not practicable for optimization loops with numerous function evaluations.
In contrast, the CFD-based optimization of the guide vanes and the diffuser was very successful. The optimal guide vane exit angle differs considerably from those suggested by well founded analytical or empirical design methods. This also applies to opening angles at hub and shroud of the guide vanes. The system dependent geometrical constraints, e.g. limitations in axial length available, as well as the complex guidance of the flow, e.g. guide vanes and a diffuser in one unit, compromise the applicability of known design methods but also the transferability of the optimization results of this work. The outcome of the sample optimization conducted in the work is that only moderate reduction of swirl and axial velocity are useful as more ambitious designs favor losses due to flow separation, secondary flows, and an inhomogeneous outflow velocity profile. The system dependent optimal balance between potential pressure recovery and losses in total pressure can only be found with the aid of optimization algorithms.
High potentials for acoustic improvement were detected. The implementation of guide vanes not only reduces losses but also leads to a lower rotational speed of the fan that is required to obtain the desired air flow rate. Another issue is smoothing the fan inflow velocity profile by reduction of the fan diameter and utilization of the additional space for a bigger inflow nozzle. In the benchmark case, the inflow nozzle had to be truncated at the sides leading to flow field areas with considerable backflow. However, it must be noted that a smaller fan automatically increases the dynamic pressure and thus the exit losses. A good compromise between the competing effects must be found for every application. The high potential of blade sweep was proven by many previous studies. However, the idea of blade sweep is further developed in this work applying constant chord length in spanwise direction. This leads to equal and unaltered sweep angles at the leading and trailing edge. The reduction of secondary flows at the fan is another possibility to reduce sound and is addressed by optimizing the blade sections with the target function of maximal total-to-total efficiency. Although there was only a minor success regarding the fan efficiency, the impact on noise might be higher because even small and local flow separations heavily increase the unsteady blade forces and hence the fan noise. A validation of this hypothesis is not feasible from the investigations of this work and unsteady CFD results are desirable for further insight into the noise mechanisms.
Experimental studies mainly confirm the numerically predicted aerodynamic improvement which is even slightly higher in the experiments. The overall benefit amounts to around 20% in energy saving. The specific overall sound power level decreased by around 6 dB with even stronger success at the blade passing frequency (around 10 dB) and its first harmonics.
Ongoing work is dealing with instationary simulations of the benchmark and optimized cooling module by means of Scale Adaptive Simulation (SAS). The full-scale systems with fewer simplifications as compared to the models of this work are considered. The expected outcome of these studies is a more profound understanding of the acoustic sources in cooling modules and the development of acoustic prediction methods for future designs. 
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